Learn and share

Here you can find simple, easy and interactive ways to learn about HIV and AIDS.
Challenge yourself to one of our quizzes or check out our fact sheets.

HIV Fact sheets
Basic information on how to prevent HIV with Avert’s downloadable fact sheets.

HIV and AIDS Quiz
Challenge yourself, your friends, All our videos, graphics, audio your family, your students to an and photo galleries brought Avert quiz together in one searchable hub.

Videos and graphics

Stories & experiences
Read, watch and listen to real life stories from activists and people living with or affected by HIV. Hear about other people's experiences and share your own.

News
The latest international news, analysis and features on the HIV epidemic from Avert.

HIV timeline
Explore how different people have been affected by HIV over the past four decades.
HIV: The Basics

Our "HIV: The Basics" explainer series tells you everything you need to know about HIV.

Young Voices Africa

All our characters are facing dilemmas around sex and relationships. You get to decide how their stories end.

Boost: the learning app

Find out about our new app Boost, designed to give community health workers the learning and development tools they need.

Gay health, sex and HIV

Avert has brought all our resources on sex, HIV, and sexual health for gay men, together in one place.

Share our work

Here at Avert, we create campaigns to increase the awareness and understanding of HIV and sexual health, around the world.

World AIDS Day 2020 – Tips for a happy and healthy sex life

This World AIDS Day, we are asking you one simple question: do you know how to have a happy and healthy sex life?
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